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Tevron® Introduces Version 6.02 of the CitraTest® APM Web Console.
Tevron® Introduces Version 6.02 of the CitraTest® APM Web Console.
Nashua, New Hampshire, May 4, 2005 – Tevron® today announced the release of version

6.02 of the CitraTest® APM Web Console further enhancing its flagship APM solutions.
Through the use of the CitraTest® APM Web Console, application monitors are deployed
anywhere across the enterprise, detailed execution schedules are created, SLA statistics for
all applications are gathered, thresholds are set, critical alerts are received, and management
reports are automatically generated. Through the deployment of Tevron’s APM solutions,
every application across the enterprise can be accurately measured and actively monitored
allowing for the enforcement of all SLAs. By providing the ability to control and deploy
secure monitors across the enterprise via the Web, the overall management and enforcement
of SLAs has been greatly simplified.
“Because Tevron’s APM solutions are completely independent of the application

they are monitoring, every application across the enterprise can be monitored with one cost
effective and comprehensive solution. Every organization has several applications they
need to monitor and our APM solutions can monitor them all (inside and outside firewalls)
while also delivering the web based management console to allow for quick deployment
and delivering critical, detailed SLA analysis. No other vendor offers such vast
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and all encompassing support. Through the use of Tevron’s APM solutions,
organizations now have one all encompassing solution with one licensing fee that can
monitor any and every application across the enterprise. This includes all legacy
applications, client server applications, web applications, Citrix or Terminal Server hosted
applications, terminal emulation...every application. With the introduction of the
CitraTest® APM Web Console, Tevron continues to meet its customers’ enterprise
demands with its all inclusive and flexible APM solutions”, explains Jay Labadini, Vice
President of Business Development at Tevron.

To learn how Tevron® can assist you with your APM requirements, call 1.702.518.7435 or
visit www.tevron.com.
ABOUT TEVRON, LLC
Tevron, LLC is a pioneer in a new class of all encompassing APM solutions. Tevron’s
mission is to provide automated monitoring solutions that support every application across the
enterprise while seamlessly integrating into current management methodologies. Tevron’s
technology has completed the complex APM puzzle.
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